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INTRODUCTION 

The Y ogaväs�tha (YV) has been the subject of quite a few studies 1 

and despite the fact that much remains to be studied in this volumi
nous work it does not, at first sight, seem to be a text more problematic 
than others. 

Present-day research on the YV is based on an edition in two 
volumes accompanied by the commentary of the Advaita Vedäntin 
Anandabodhendra,2 the primary text mak.ing up the so-called vulgate 
(NEd). 3 Based on it MAINKAR has explicitly denied the need for a critical 
edition: 

ls a critical edition of the Väs�tha Rä.mäyal).a possible? Time 
and again it has been said that the problems connected with the 
Väsi�tha Rämäyal).a are more or less of the same nature as of 
those connected with the Mahäbhärata. But so far the question 
of the critical edition is concemed the two materially differ. The 
Mahäbhärata textual criticism has become a science and it has 
been possible to arrive at a critical edition of the Epic. The 
wealth of manuscript material available for study and the inter-

* I am gra.teful to Anne MacDonald, Karin Preisendanz, and Walter Slaje
for their valuable comments on the present article. 

1 The most compreheneive bibliographies are to be found in SLAJE 1994 
and Lo TuRco 1998. A single-volume reprint of the moet important studiee by 
BHAITACHARYA, D1vANJ1 and RAoHAVAN ie under preparation by W. Slaje and 
the present author. 

2 Anandabodha'e date ie not settled; BHATI'ACHARYA gives the beginning of 
the 18th century, see SLAJE 1994: 65. For the edition, see below, p. l87f. 

3 In the absence of attempte at reediting this version with the help of a 
eubstantial number of manuecripte, the eigla YV and NEd denote the same text. 
The two reeditione of Äkhyänas, of which I am aware, namely THOMI 1980 and 
KARMARKAR 1956, were produced with the help of manuecripte of the Yoga
vasi1,1tha and Moqopiya. In the latter caee ms. B, which correeponde to N 15, 

beare a large number of variante. 
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esting facts revealed by them have made such a study possible. 
With the Väsif:!tha Rämäyal)a, however, the case is different. 
The manuscript material is scanty and is not likely to throw any 
light on the evaluation of the text. Further the present Nirl)aya 
Sägara text in two volumes appears to have a certain unified 
character about it. The same excessively poetical style is to be 
met with in all the six prakararJ,as. Similarly the same diction 
saturated with the Bhagavadgitä and Gam,lapäda is to be met 
with throughout. Finally, the same metaphysical and ethical 
views are taught with a remarkable consistency .... Thus, what
ever may be the phases through which the text has passed, the 
text as it is now is a homogenous one and an attempt to have a 
critical edition of the same is not likely to give any satisfactory 
results.4 

These remarks have suggested to many that a further study of the 
transmission of the text should be seen as marginal to the study of 
its philosophy, perhaps in view of a critique of the "philology" of 
Puräl)a-like works. 5 

New manuscript discoveries and SLAJE's pioneering analysis of the 
history of the text, however,8 are proving all of MAINKAR's arguments 
tobe wrong. lt can now be proved that the Kashmirian recension of 
the Yogaväsif:!tha, the so-called Mok(;!opäya (MU), is not only an older 
version of the text, but that the Yogaväsi1;1tha is the result of a delib
erate reworking that deprived the text of many original features and 
doctrines. Some of the new features that were added in this process of 
revision have dominated the description of this text, i.e. its labelling as 
a work on Yoga,7 or a.s a Vedäntic work,8 notions that are quite con
trary to the original doctrines of the MU. 

lnspired by these discoveries, SLAJE decided to produce a critical 
edition of the MU a.s commented on by the Kashmirian author Bhäska
rakal)tha (18th century),9 which would be published in a series of edi
tions. To date, the fragments of the first three chapters (prakararJ,a) 

4 MAINKAR 1977: 24 7f. 
6 The recent edition of the SkandapuräQa (ed. R. ADRIAA'NSEN - H.T. 

BAKKER - H. lsAACSON. Groningen 1998) has proved that, provided that appro
priate material is available, the establishing of a critical edition of a PuräQa, 
contrary to the wide-spread notions about oral transmission, is a worthwhile 
endeavour. 

6 See SLAJE 1994. 
7 See SLAJE 1998: 111 ff. 
8 Most reoently in CHENET 1998-1999: 12. The differing ascriptions to 

philosophical and religious systems are listed in SLAJE 1992. 
9 See SLAJE 1997a. 
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have been published10 and the fragment ofthe fourth is in preparation. 
The text contained in these fragments is in itself far superior to the 
printed text of the Y ogaväsi�tha and the edition of the only commen
tary on the Mok�päya version is the first indispensible step towards a 
critical edition of the milla text. 

An edition of the entire Utpattiprakaral)a is currently being pre
pared by the present author in a project financed by the German 
Research Foundation (DFG) at the University of Halle. The following 
is a provisional summary of results and deals especially with the qual
ity of the newly established text as compared to that of the vulgate 
edition. 

In his well-known handbook on textual criticism, MARTIN WEST11 poses 
one important question of every future editor: "ls your edition really 
necessary?" In the present case, namely of launching an editorial pro
ject comparable in scope to the critical edition of the Mahäbharata or 
Rämäyal)a, the first question could be changed to: "Do the results 
justify the enormous effort?" Having edited one ninth of one book of 
the text this question can, in my opinion, be answered in the positive. 
The present edition amounts to no less than the recovery of a text and 
its philosophy that has been up to now, as it were, hidden in a revised 
version. 

Critics may a.rgue that since we have a printed text of the Yoga
vasi�tha and the revision has only partly been effective, we may still, 
in view of the length of this text, obtain a fairly correct picture of its 
philosophy. The thesis put forward in this paper is tha.t only on the 
basis of the earliest version can we judge the literary quality and study 
the philosophy of the Y ogavä.s�iha/Mok�päya in detail, because the 
distortion of philosophical ideas through the innumerable changes in
troduced into the YV version is not likely to be neutralized through 
parallels; these changes prevent a thorough grasp of its philosophical 
positions. Since this is a crucial issue we shall give examples that will 
demonstrate the significant differenoes in the qu,ality of the original 
and the reworked text. But the pilrvapa� argument just stated has 
already been proven wrong by SLAJE, who was able to demonstrate 
tha.t certain Buddhist tra.ces ha.ve been altogether effa.ced from the 
revised text: 12 the edited text does not a.nywhere reveal tha.t the work 

10 The first two volumes (SLAJE 1993 and 1996) oontain an almost complete 
text of book l and 2, while only 15 of approximately 120 sargos are oontained 
in the fragments of the third prakora� (SLAJE 1995). 

11 WEST 1973. 
11 See his "Observations on the making of the Y ogaväsi,tha (caitta, na

nartha and vah)", in: Raniero Gnoli Felicitation volume. Rome: ISMEO (forth
coming). 
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originally contained the Buddhist term caitta. The edition will there
fore confirm what a careful philologist like DE JoNG articulated earlier: 
"lt is obvious that the Nil'I,laya-sagar Press edition of the great Yoga
väsiiJtha is not a sound ba.sis for further study ofthis important text" 13• 

lt is difficult to gauge the impact that the establishment of the 
original text will have on our understanding of the philosophy of this 
work, especially for those who have received the text through the 
standard edition, assisted by the translation of MITRA, 14 but who are 
not familiar with the philological intricacies of Indian philosophical 
texts. Furthermore, the implications of the newly discovered changes 
to the original text must remain abstract as long as we cannot gain a 
more vivid picture of the cultural background in which they were 
made. But we can imagine that it is only because of the cultural and 
temporal distance, and the domination of Advaita-V edäntic thought in 
modern lndia, that the transformation of the Mok�päya into a Y o
gaväsii,tha is not perceived as what it is in a historical perspective: a 
spectacular appropriation of a heterodox philosophy contained in one 
of the largest works in Indian literary history, a work that, although 
not protected by a wide-spread philosophical tradition, has remained 
fascinating through its unique blend of philosophy and narrative. lt is 
still difficult to determine whether these distortions should be inter
preted as no more than a gradual change made in good faith, perhaps 
prompted by a corrupted, or badly transcribed ädaraapuataka that bad 
tobe oorrected, or whether the changes also involved a planned revi
sion of the text to bring it in line with the philosophy of the transmit
ters. The extent of change in readings, the attempts to restructure the 
work, visible in the division of the NirväQaprakaral).a and the addi
tional frame story which forces the whole work into a certain perspec
tive, and the consistency that can be observed in purging the text of 
specific terms, clearly points to the latter15 • 

The necessity for a critical edition of the Moqopäya should be, 
especially for those interested in the philoeophy of the work, as obvious 
as, in more recent history, the earlier need for an edition of the works of 
Friedrich Nietzsche, fulftlled by ÜOLLI and MoNTINARI. Without doubt 
the vulgate version as weil as the Laghuyogaväsi'Jtha will remain re
levant for the history of later Advaita-V edänta which drew upon both, 
but for studying the original philosophy ofthe work the vulgate has to 
be dismissed. 

13 DE JoNG 1981: 225. RAoHAVAN (1939b: 162), not.es that "the N.S. Press 
text of the L YV, like that of YV of the same press, has many mistakes". 

14 MITRA 1891-1899. 
16 Fora discuasion of deliberate alterations ofreadings, see SLAJE 1994: 87-

97.
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TEXTUAL ÜRITICISM 

The the edition of the MU that is being made by the present author 
takes into consideration the division of the manuscript transmission 
into two recensions, namely the "NägarI Recension" as commented 
upon by Änandabodhendra, henceforth called Y ogaväsi1;1tha (YV) or 
vulgate represented by the edition described above (NEd), and the 
Kashmirian recension, called Mok1;1üpäya (MU). This fundamental bi
partition is analysed in detail in SLAJE 199416• 

SLAJE's research has demonstrated that the YV is the result of a 
mixture of unintentional as weil as intentional changes on a microphi
lological level, and of a conscious redactionary effort, visible in the 
accretion of a further frame story, the division of the NirväQapraka
raJ}.a into a Pürva- and an Uttarärdha, and intermixture with the 
Laghuyogaväsi1;1tha (L YV). 

The text of the vulgate as commented upon by Änandabodha has 
been edited several times. Not much is known about the three editions 
dating from the end of the 19th century; 17 the text is received through 
the edition by PA!:iSIKAR, of which the second and the third reprint are 
widely available. 18 These two can be distinguished by their apparatus 
and Sanskrit introductions. The second edition (1918) reprinted by 
Munshiram Manoharlal in 1981, contains a preface by the editor, in 
which the following sources are given: etacchodhanävasare präcinaha
stakqaravilasita'Tfl, J>änkta'Tfl, präyalJ, suddha'Tfl, pustaka'Tfl, parµ/,itajyel}thä
rämamukundajinä'Tfl, granthasa1fU}1'ahälayän mahata prayatnena tebhyalJ, 
sa'Tfl,päditam ekam, apara'Tfl, ca ga.kr. mudrati,älayänkitam ekam ity ubha
yolJ, sa'Tfl,yojanena yävanmanil}am akäryasya sa1fl,SkararJ,am. 19 lt remains 
unclear which of the three previous editions is meant, since we do not 
have sufficient bibliographical data on them and no copy could be 
traced up to now. 

There also exists a reprint of the third edition (1937) by Motilal 
Banarsidass, which contains a trtiyasa'Tfl,8kararJ,aSya prastavanä by one 
Bhärgava SästrI in addition to the first preface by PAI:iSIKAR. There it is 
merely stated that the edition was prepared "with the help of manu
scripts"20. The typeface is the same as in the second edition and the 
text differs from the previous only in details: some corrections were 

16 An English summary is also contained in SLAJE 1997a. 
17 Listed in SLAJE 1994: 301. Prof. Slaje is in possession of one early print of 

the Utpattiprakarar.ia with Anandabodhendra's commentary in pothi format 
(without title page) that, judging from the typeface, could be the 1880 Nirnaya 
Sagar Press edition. lt contains no variant readings. 

18 See YV in the references. 
19 Preface, p. 4. 
20 Preface, p. 8: "ädartiapustakaaältäyya- ... ". 
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made to the müla text, the pratikas in the commentary are, unlike in 
the second edition, in hold typeface, and there are new variant read
ings in the footnotes, in addition to those given in the second edition. 

In other words, the second edition of the YV is based on one pre
vious edition, the basis of which is unknown, and one manuscript, 21 

while the third edition adds readings from an unknown number of 
manuscripts. Since none of the few variant readings given in these 
editions are attributed to a specific source, further analysis of the 
textual history is impossible. ldeally a test collation of a portion of 
the text from a wide selection of sources should be made, but in view of 
the findings to be discussed below this is perhaps not an immediately 
pressing task. 

THE MANUSCRIPTS 0F THE UTPATTIPRAKARA:t:,A 0F THE M0Kl;IOPÄYA 

All the manuscripts have already been described in SLAJE 1994: 
3lff., and SLAJE 1997a. For reference brief descriptions are quoted 
here: 

Siglum Location 

Nw NGMPP, Berlin/ National Archives Nepal, Kathmandu. Ms.

A95/12. 285 fol. 
N12 

Benares Hindu University Library, Varanasi. Ms. 328148 
N13 

Benares Hindu University Library, Varanasi. Ms. 331122 
8

1 
Facsimile of a ms. reproduced in: Sanskrit Texts from Kash
mir, vols 8/9, repr. by LOKESH CHANDRA. [8ata-Pitaka-Series 
334/335]. New Delhi 1984 

83 
Sri Pratap Singh Library, Srinagar. Ms. 8771 - new (7629 
old) [microfilm at the lndological Institute, Bonn] 

8
7 

Indira Gandhi National Centre for the Arts, New Delhi. Un
catafogued, purchased in 1995 from a private collection, No. 
RAR/181.045/MOK 

89 
Staatsbibliothek Berlin, Hs. or. 12511 (Janert collection KA 
1511) 

Abbreviations used in the apparatus 

t textus illegibilis 
a.c. ante correctionem 
p.c. post correctionem 
v.l. varia lectio 

21 That this manuscript was kept in Kashmir is known from a remark by 
the editor on 4.21.30, where he says: ida1fl, ca kasmirasthapustake lippanirüpe
,µypalabdham. 
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The S-manuscripts are written in Sä.radä, the N-manuscripts in 
Devanägari; all mss. listed transmit the text of the MU, not that of 
the YV. N 12 and N 13 form the basis for the edition of the fragments of 
the Vtpattiprakarar;ta made by SLAJE.22 A more detailed description of 
the manuscripts will be presented in the forthcoming edition of the 
Utpattiprakarar;ta, but a few remarks are relevant for our argument. 

S7 is the most interesting manuscript, because here the process of 
contamination of MU with YV can be observed: the text is clearly that 
of the Mok�päya version - it has all the additional verses found in the 
MV, it omits the verses that are transmitted only in N Ed and in most 
cases the rea.dings are those of the MU. The scribe occasionally gives us 
what are presumably his own lexical notes, mostly interlinear. But he 
furthermore adds parts of Anand&bodhendra's commentary in the 
margin and sometimes adjusts the readings of his müla text in accord
ance with the commentator's version, that is, the YV.23 As a result a 
variety of constellations is met with: the text either agrees with NEd• or 
NEd's reading is added in the margin24 

- perhaps after adding the 
commentary - , or the original reading as attested by the other mss. 
is altered to agree with NEd. The result is a mixture, not a reworked 
root text, since only excerpts of the commentary are given and only a 
fraction of the readings are adjusted to agree with the Nägari version. 25 

As a result agreement of 8, with NEd is often an indication of contam
ination. 

THE CHARACTER OF THE YV AND THE CoNSTITUTION OF THE TEXT

OF THE MV 

In a manuscript transmission that is at least partially contami
nated the best criterion for producing a stemma would be agreement 
of significant scribal errors. In the first fourteen Sargas I have found 
hardly an instance of such agreement. The insertions and omissions 
also do not occur in regular pattems and are not sufficient to establish 
a stemmatical relationship. 

22 SLAJE 1995. Theae two msa. have not been recollated by me, but their 
readings a.re quoted from SLAJE's edition. All the other mss. were a.vailable as 
microfilms and/or print-outs from microfilms; in the case of � Prof. Raffäele 
Torella has kindly provided us with a xerox copy of the copy he has taken in 
Delhi. 

23 A second hand sometimes corrects readings that agree with N
pi 

into 
those agreeing with the other Si.rada mss.: 8.16d: na '6ktarp N10 N13 S1 83 87 
p.c. S,.] nanükta'I' �a..c. (= Nu). The same ha.nd also provides word division11.

" See, for instance 11.ld, where all MU mss. read gacckati, while 87 add
Nr,,t's ti#J,,ali in the margin. 

16 i.�or instance in 8.13 Ana.ndabodhendra's gl088 on bodhasyäpi is repro
duced even though the mvJ.a reads bälasyäpi.
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From 8
7 

we can conclude that readings of the vulgate have been 
reintroduced into the Kashmirian transmission of the text of the MU. 
If 8

7 
had been copied, the result would be a text of the MU, recogniz

able through typical readings, which was intermixed with YV read
ings. The striking agreement of other manuscripts with NEd 

in certain 
passages is most probably the result of the same phenomenon. 

In recent articles SLAJE has demonstrated that the YV is not merely 
the product of gradual change towards a more conservative version, 
but included, at a certain stage, a planned revision of the text. 26 The 
judging of the value of a given variant of the YV recension against MU 
is therefore problematic: (l) the variant could represent a change in
troduced by revisor(s) of the YV and therefore be irrelevant for editing 
the MU; (2) the variant could be the result of the process of conflation 
with other versions, most notably the L YV ;27 (3) it could be a surviving 
primary reading that was lost due to corruption in the transmission of 
the MU. In the first two cases we have to eliminate the reading as 
irrelevant, in the last case we have to accept the reading of the YV 
and postulate that none of the MU manuscripts has the original read
ing. From the experience gained so far the third scenario is hardly ever 
met with. The impression gained to this point is clearly that the MU is 
more coherent and that the percentage of readings where N Ed presents 
us with a viable alternative is very low indeed. In many cases where 
the text of N

Ed 
seems preferable, a closer inquiry or a comparison with 

other passages often confirms the reading of MU and shows that N Ed 

has a tendency to simplify problematic readings. 
In the other typical case, namely, when some of the MU mss. agree 

with YV against the others, the decision for the correct reading re
mains open and must be arrived at by way of the methods devised to 
deal with contaminated recensions. Where 8

7 
agrees with YV one will 

always suspect28 a direct influence of YV on 8
7 

for the reasons men
tioned above. Since contamination of the MU with the YV readings 
cannot be ruled out, the readings that agree with YV should always be 
treated with some suspicion. 

One important source for differing readings and even additional 
lines is the LYV. This text is a summary in which the author has 
arguably taken more liberty with single readings and especially in 

26 For instance the complete removal of the term caitta cannot be just 
accidental; see SLAJE's article quoted n. 12 above. 

27 That the Laghu-version was included in the process that led to the 
characteristic format of the YV, such as the division of the Nirvii.Qapraka
raQa, is clear from many instances. 

28 This, it must be emphasised, is not a principle to be adopted mechani
cally. There are cases where a reading shared by S7 and NF.d against the others is 
preferable. 
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smootbing tbe gaps resulting from bis redaction witb bis own composi
tions tban a simple scribe would bave done. In tbe process ofproducing 
tbe YV, readings or even verses of the L YV were sometimes adopted. 
Tbe rationale bebind tbis redaction is still unexplained; perbaps botb 
texte oftbe MU and tbe LYV were considered autbentic and tbe com
bination oftbe "scattered knowledge" appeared tobe the best method. 

One example for this is the first narrative in the Utpattiprakaral)a, 
the story of Äkäsaja. 29 A comparison sbows that the author of the L YV 
has omitted 2.20-2.29, a digression that is not necessary for under
standing the narrative, and has thus elegantly joined the related 2.19 
and 2.30, both of wbicb deal witb salud:ärikära�. Likewise 2.31-44 
are omitted and the story resumes in L YV witb 2.45ab, wbicb contains 
tbe conclusion of the speaker's words and commences tbe retum to tbe 
plot. But 2.45cd is omitted in tbe L YV and instead a new line is added 
wbicb concludes tbe story. In the YV this new line is added in tbe same 
place, but there it seems prompted by the fact that, due to the omis
sion of some half-verses produced by eyeskip rather than redactional 
activities, a single half-verse would have concluded the speech of 
Yama; adding the line from the LYV must have seemed the easiest 
way out. But this means that the revisors of the YV must have had 
both versions, tbe MU and L YV, before tbem and possibly picked 
readings and verses from either manuscript. Perhaps tbe copy of MU 
was decrepit and the only other manuscript that was available was one 
of tbe L YV. This is of course only the simplest solution; it is impOBBible 
to exclude tbat other versions as weil as intermediate steps were in
volved of which we have no trace. 

In any case tbere are, witbin tbe Nägari tradition, very problematic 
elements of conscious change, even of bapbazard compilation, wbich 
need to be identified and excluded. Tbe most obvious way to proceed 
was to use only MU manuscripts and exclude the YV version. This was 
considered before 8

7 
became available, a manuscript wbicb sbows that 

tbe Kasbmirian scribes bad access to tbe NAgari version and even used 
the commentary of Änandabodha.30 After the analysis of S., it was 
thougbt necessary to collate not only tbe Dl88. of MU, bot also tbose 
of tbe YV, in order to be able to weigb and exclude tbe influence of tbis 
version on the MU manuscripts. The suspicion that none of the manu
scripts have escaped the influence by the Yogaväsill!tha version se
verely complicates the textcritical relationsbip. 

211 A similar case, t.o which my colleague Jens Rollenmeyer has drawn my 
attention, is 3.l21.27ab. 

30 Another indication of this is the beginning of 8
1 
which reproduces the 

introduction of Anandabodha's commentary (SL.UE 1994: 39), but here the 
text itself is not so obviously affected. 
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Since contamination between the two recensions, i.e. MU and NF,,1, 
is assumed, the main criteria for arriving at the original reading must 
be: genetics of error, immediate context, coherence of the argumenta
tion and consistency of the philosophy. In other words, one needs to 
employ the methods developed for contaminated recensions enhanced 
by what we know about the transmission of this text. If, and only if, 
these criteria fail, that is, when two equally possible readings remain, 
have I regarded the one that agrees with the NägarI recension as 
secondary, since contamination with NEd is the most likely case sce
nario. 

PRINCIPLES FOR THE ÜONSTITUTION OF THE TEXT 

l. Readings for which all mss. of the Säradä recension agree are ac
cepted as the critical text. Up to the present point in the edition
there has occurred no instance where a reading of the vulgate would
have tobe preferred. Often the seemingly better readings turn out to
be simplifications.

2. Within the Säradä recension readings are weighed according to the
principles of textual criticism as applicable to contaminated recen
sions.31

3. Since contamination of all manuscripts by the YV version must be
assumed, an agreement of some readings of mss. of the MU with the
vulgate is not unlikely to be the result of this process. This has, in
cases where other criteria failed, as in the case of quasi-synonyms,
been made the basis for the decision between readings, which means
that the reading not shared by NEd is given preference.

4. Due to certain peculiarities in the language of the MU, to be de
scribed in the introduction to the forthcoming edition of the Utpat
tiprakarai;ia,32 we have chosen not to emend the text in those cases
of textcritical problems where a possibly original, but non-standard
feature of the a.uthor's language would thereby be lost.

THE QUALITY OF THE TEXT 

lt has been stated above that unless one is specifically interested in 
the later V edäntic development of the ideas of the MU, the text of the 
vulgate cannot be used as a reliable source: the YV is not only a revised 

31 See SRINIV ASAN 1967. 
32 Some ofthese peculiarities, as found in the printed YV, were discussed in 

the works of SATY A VRAT SHASTRI. 
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version, it is a version in which the consistency of thought and other 
indicators of the textual quality are significantly lower than in the MU. 
In order to prove this important point the following examples taken 
from the first fourteen Sargas of the forthcoming edition of the Utpat
tiprakar&Q.a are briefly discussed. 

The most amusing and obvious example of the enormous difference 
in quality between the MU and the YV is certainly 3.ll.7. lt occurs 
within a discussion of the non-existence of the world: the world does 
not exist, but it appears; like a dream it is perceived, but has no onto
logical reality in itself. Räma, when insisting on its nature as percep
tible and thereby according it at least some sort of existence, is re
buked in l l. 7 by V asi�tha with an elegant and slightly polemic rejoin
der:33 

räma'IJ, 
vandkyäputro vyomavanarp, 
naivästi na bkav�yati / 
kidrsi drsyatä tasya 
k'idrsi tasya nästitä //3//3' 

vasi�tka'IJ, 
vandkyäputravyomavane 
yathä na sta'IJ, kadäoona / 
jagadädy akki/,a1f1, drsya1fl, 
tathä nästi kadäcana //4//3" 

na cotpanna1fl, na ca dhva1fl,8i 
yat kilädau na vidyate / 
utpatti'IJ, kidrsi tasya 
näsasabdasya kä kathä //5//'36 

Räma 
[Granted that] the son of a 
barren woman [and] a forest 
in space do not exist, will not 
exist, what is the nature of 
their perceptibility and what 
the nature of their inexis
tence? 

Vas�tha 
Everything perceptible like 
the world etc. never exists, 
just as the son of a barren wo
man and a forest in space 
never exist. 

That which is not already ori
ginated or destroyed [ and] 
which does not exist in the be
ginning [of creation}, how 
could its origination come 
a.bout, how could we only 
mention its destruction? 

33 The variant readings of the MU DUIIJ. are given in the footnotes to every 
verse, followed by the vari&nta of N&I aa against the oonstituted text. 

34 v&JNlhyiputro N111 N11 S, S, (mndftyu inserwd) S. } vand.Ayäputra 81 ; 

naiviaü ] repeated a.nd deleted S.,; tuJa Nie N13 81 S, S. ] talra S.,. 
36 pu1n N 10 N 11 81 8s $. l putro S,. 36 utpaäil;\ N 10 N 11 s; s; S. } v.tpalti 81 • 
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rämal/, 
vandhyäputranabhovrk�a
kalpanä tävad asti hi / 
sä yathä näsajanmii4,hyä 
tathaiveda'ffl, na ki'ffl, bhavet //6//37 

vasi�tha!J, 
puUMyätulabhulJ, samyag 
älakai!J, kuru kolanam / 
niranvayä yathaivoktir 
jagatsattä tathaiva hi //7 //39 

Räma 
But a mental construction of 
the son of a barren woman 
and of a tree in space does 
nevertheless exist. Could it 
(the world) not be like it (i.e. 
the mental construction of 
something that does not ex
ist), which [likewise] is born 
and destroyed ?38 

Vasi�tha 
The existence of the world is 
as incoherent (niranvaya)40 as 
the sentence: ... 

The untranslatable pseudo-sentence in the last verse elegantly demon
strates Vasif;ltha's point that Räma's argument is invalid, since it op
erates with non-existing entities, just as the sentence is made up of 
meaningless words. Moreover its effect is well-constructed: the reader 
remains puzzled while reading the first two Pädas and is only relieved 
with the occurrence of the word niranvaya. 

While all the manuscripts of the MU produce this text with minor 
variations, NEd reads the first Pädas as: 

tulyMyätuladu!J,Bthasya bhävakai!J, kila tolanam / 

Here the line is "corrected" by small changes into a text that at least 
contains words that occur in the dictionary. Since nothing is too cor
rupt to be explained by a commentator, Änandabodhendra tries to 
squeeze out some sense by assuming that niranvaya here means the 

37 jaoml,4hyi N 13 
87 89 ] janmlidyä 81 83

, janmliyä N 10• 
38 As a superficial analysis of a word check shows, äq,hya is used by our 

author very frequently (almost 100 occurrences were found) in poetic and also 
philosophical contexts. Due to limitation of space a discussion of these find
ings, for which the passages in question would have to be edited, cannot be 
accomplished, but there is no douht that in philosophical passages the word is 
used in the more technical sense "being equipped with"; see .Anandabodhendra 
(janmanäAadimattvena) and Bhäskara (näAajanmayuktä) on the verse. 

39 pußa 81 N10 ] phull.a 81 S7 S9 N
13; iulabhu\l N10 N13 

S
3
p.c. (correction mark 

amb�ous� 8:89 ]_tulattas 81 , tu/,abhü/J, S
3
a.c., t tul,abh'U8 N10; ilakail;l 81 S3 S7

N10 
N 13 

] älavailJ, B.i; mranvayi N 10 N 13 83 
8

7 89 
] niranväya 81 • 

40 In the sentence that follows there appears to be a grammatical/syntac
tical relation between the meaningless words (anvaya), but since these do not 
denote anything because they have no artha, there cannot be a "real" anvaya. 
For the commentator Bhäskara niranvaya therefore means vyartha. 
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ananvayäl,arfl,kära and that the first line explains this particular process 
of comparison (upamä).41 

Although we find sentences fabricated from non-words in Sanskrit 
literature,42 the device is unusual, but inclusion of it is not atypical for 
a text that reflects such enormous creativity. Also the details of the 
"meaningless" sentence are noteworthy: the sentence contains pseudo
words in an apparent grammatical construction; it is meaningless in 
the sense that most ofthe words have no meaning, but there appears to 
be an intact syntactical relation between these meaningless words. lt is 
thus in itself a dr�länta for this particular theory of non-origination and 
non-existence, that is, for a dream world that has its effects and inter
actions, but is ultimately unreal. 

Since we do not know nearly enough about the stages that led from 
the MU to the YV version, we can only surmise that this process 
involved a mixture of ignorance of the sense of the passage as well as 
half-knowledge in its restoration, unless the bad state of the manu
script that was the revisor's source is responsible for it. In either case, 
the quality and fidelity of the text is far below that of the transmission 
of the MU manuscripts, where we find hardly significant variation. In 
83 the scribe wrote -bhü/J, first, perhaps automatically emending the 
meaningless -bhulJ,, which he, when reading on and realizing that in 
the second line the statement is expressly termed "meaningless", chan
ged back - if I interpret the correction mark correctly - to what must 
have been in his ädarsapustaka: the meaningless -bhu/J,. What is com
pletely absent in the MU manuscripts is the attempt to change the 
wording. 

The important question is: Is this a singular, or a typical case? As 
an answer the following instances from the first fourteen Sargas (668 
verses) of the Utpattiprakarar;ta are briefly analysed, all of which are 
clear distortions of the sense of the original. There are of course many 
more cases where the text of the MU as constituted here reads differ
ently than the YV . .s 

•• He says tulyasya = upam4ttim ifla8Ya etc.
41 One instance, to which W. Slaje has drawn my a.ttention, is in the

Mahäbhli.lJya, where a string of non-words is given a.s an exa.mple for anartha
käni väkyäni (The Vyika.ra.J,la.-MahäbhäiJya of Pataftjali, ed. F. KIELHORN. 
Bombay 11892, vol. l, p. 38, line 5). 

43 In the first fourteen Sargas of the Utpattiprakaral}& there are 861 cases 
of changed text. This amounts to a ratio of 1.29 variant& of N Ed against MU per 
verse and confirms SLAJE's caleulation of 1.25 (SLAJE 1994: 76) by a narrow 
margin. 
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MU 11.25 
atyantäsa'f(l,bkavo yävad buddko drsyasya näklaya/J / 
mvad dra,,Ur adra,,rtt,a,p, na sa'f(l,bkavati mok,adam //44 

As long as the permanent45 absolute impossibility of the [ exis
tence of the] object of cognition is not known, the liberating 
absence of the subject of cognition46 does not come about. 

The verse is clear and in accord with the philosophy of the text. In the 
vulgate this appears as: 

atyantäsa'T(l,bkavo yiivad buddko drsyasya na kqayalJ, / 

tävad draqf,ari drsyatva'T(I, na sa'f(l,bkavati mok�adMIJ, //11.23// 
Anandabodhendra explains the word atyanta as mü/,ävidyäbädkenäty
antika ity artkaJ.i,, which is a Vedäntic overinterpretation, since there is 
no mü/,ävidyä or even an avidyä in a Vedäntic sense in the MU. His 
other remarks that it is not possible to escape from objects and that 
therefore the idea of liberation does not occur47 are not sufficient to
reconstruct his exact understanding of the verse. 
A tentative translation of NEd would run as follows: 

Until the absolute impossibility of the [existence of the] object 
of cognition is known there is no destruction of the object[s], for 
that long the nature of the perceptible world remains in the 
perceiver [and] the idea of liberation does not occur. 

The syntactical construction remains problematic, since tävat has to be 
understood before drsyasya as weil as before draqf,ari. But if we trans
late the first line as "as long as the absolute impossibility of the [ex
istence of the] object[s] of cognition, [which is their] destruction 
(kqayah,), is not known", this would amount to a reconciliation of the 
concept of non-origination (ajäti)48 held by the MU with a less strict 
position, according to which this knowledge of the non-origination of 
objects is equal to the destruction ofthem. But in fäct the MU does not 
allow a weakening of its position in that respect and the verse imme
diately following in MU clearly contradicts such an interpretation.49 

But in this verse the first half in NEd has been altered in a way which 
agrees with such an interpretation, which, however, creates problems 

44 buddho N 1o N ,s Sa S, s, ] baddlw 81; adrattrtvarp s, 83 87 89 N '° ] adrflrtvaffl,
N13; NEd: Dilqay&tl] na k�yal); drqtur adrattrtvarp] d�lari drsyattJaffl,; mo
kpdam J molcfadhil_i. 

46 Lit.: "indestructible". 
46 Lit.: "the non-perceivemess of the perceiver". 
41 drsyatvam aparihliryam iti se,a'IJ, 1 ato 'lrtlJlcl/adkir na aaffl,bkavatity artkal), 1-
48 The chapter with which we are dealing, the Utpattiprakaral'}.&, is, in fäct, 

about the impossibility of origination. 
49 drsyaffl, cet sa1(1),havaty ädau patkät �yam upägatam / lad dr81Jannara

tl,änartharüpo bandlw na sämyati //11.26// (NEd 
reads upälabhet for upägatam). 
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with the second half. The problem can be solved by enquiring into the 
motives for an alteration of readings. Whereas a motive for an altera
tion into an ajätiväda cannot be found, it is plausible to regard N Ed's 

version as a "purification" of the text of the strict position of the non
origination and inexistence of all things. In view of the changes already 
documented50 it is, I think, inevitable that we regard this as a change 
introduced from the standpoint of (later) Advaita Vedänta. The result 
in NEd is a text in which these partly contradicting positions are mixed, 
and as a consequence the philosophical coherence suffers. Both trans
lations are remarkably unaffected by these problems51

• 

MV 2.56 
cidvyoma kevaln,m anantam anädimadhya1fl, 
brahmeti bhiiti nijacittavasät svaya'Tfl,bhfil) / 
äkäravän iva nuiid iAa vastutas tu 
vandhyätanüja iva nästi tu tasya dehalJ, //52 

The Absolute (brahma) which is the space of consciousness, 
alone, endless [and] without beginning or middle [i.e. present], 
spontaneously63 appears here because of its own mental func
tions (citta) as the Seif-existent (Brahmä) as if equipped with a 
form; but in reality [this Brahmä] is like the son of a barren 
woman, but its body �oes not exist. 

The reading rasäd iha stresses that this appearence is sudden, unpre
cedented and, as it is often stated, accidental. Only S

3 
and NEd read 

pumän iva. 

MU 5.21 

ca/n,tidam anicchasya iägiigo ya8ya sannidhau / 
ja4a,1fl, paramaratmuga säntam ätmani ti�thatalJ, //54 

50 See SLAJE 1994: 91-97 ("VedAntisienmg"). 
51 "I t is entirely impossible to be so, as long as our notion of the view is not 

lost in our minds, for unless the view is vanished both from the vision of the 
eyes and mind, no one can even form an idea of liberation in his mind." (MITRA 
1891-1899 a.l.) - "Aussi longtempe que la notion du monde visible n'est pas 
totalement annulee, le percipient et la peroeption perdurent, (si bien) que nul 
saurait meme former l'idee de delivranoe" (CHENET 1998-1999: 610). 

62 rad4 iha 81 S, N10} pumä11 iva S,; nlm tu gaya S,S,N 10] fa8ya tu nästi 81; 

NEd: rasid iha ] pumän iva. 
113 m84t could mean abhiläfii,t here (aee Bhi.skara on 1.20.32 in SLAJE 1996), 

but also "spontaneously" (HANNEDEB 1998: 181). 
114 klyiyo 83 87 89 N13 ) /cäyäye 81 , chäyäyo N 10 ; N&I : klyiyo ] käyo yo; 

ratnaaya J mlctasya.
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In the proximity ofthe supreme (parama) [Absolute]55 this inert 
body moves, like the ore [in the proximity] of a magnet (ratna), 
while it remains peaceful within itself and without volition ... 

The comparison of the body with a magnet has disappeared in NEd •
where the compound käyäyo "body-ore", which can easily lead to scri
bal misreadings or misunderstandings, was simplified to käyo yo. 
Furthermore the unusual, but attested sense of ratna as "magnet" as 
weil as its qualification as parama has barred the way back to the lectio 
diffidlior preserved in the MU. 

MU 6.22 
sacchästrasatsangamajair vivekais 
tathä vinasyanti balän maläni / 
yathä jalänä1fl, katakänU,1Jangäd 
yathä jtJ{länäm abAayopayogät //56 

Through discrimination arising from good scriptures and con
tact with good people the impurities vanish by force [i.e. inevi
tably], like those of water through contact with the kataka[
nut]57 [and that] of dumb [people] through granting security.58 

My interpretation of Päda d follows Bhäskara, but the term upayoga 
could more specifically refer to a medical context, if it could be con
firmed that the plant abhayä (= haritaki) was used medicinally to 
remove impurities acting as impediments to the optimal functioning 
of the mind. 
In any case the reading of NEd, yathä janänä1fl, matayo 'pi yogät "like 
the minds ofpeople through Yoga" is the lectiofacilior. This change is 
comparable to the tendency in N Ed to read bodha where a similar
sounding reading was unclear, as for instance codyacancu'IJ, to bodha
cancu'IJ,. 59 To the casual reader of this text which, as its title seemingly 
indicates, is on "Yoga" ,60 the reading must have seemed unobjection
able. The commentator Anandabodha even introduces the concept of 
yogäbhyäsa into the text61

• 

116 The verse is part of the long syntactical unit from vs. 5.4-24. yasya in 
our verse is taken up with the very last words of this Sarga. 

56 balin S1
S

3�N10 N,3 J balätS.,; katakiS3S,S
9
N

10 N 13 
S1 p.c.] kataka S1a.c.;

abbayopa SlS3
S

7
S9 N13 J matayopa N10 a.c., mayato pi N10 

p.c.; yogit 8
1 
S

7
S9 N 10 

N 13] bhogät IS3; N Ed: balin malini ] balad avidyäl}; ja4inim ] janänä'Tfl,; abhayopa 
] matayo 'pi, matayas ca. 

57 See the PW, s.v. katalca. 
68 Compare also 6.20.4ld: sakal.abhayäpaharo hi sädhusangal}. Compare 

also Bhäskara's commentary on the verse. 
611

. Described in SLAJE 1994 under the heading "Bodhaismus" (p. 84ff.). 
1111 In fact the term yoga is used in the YV as a synonym for jiUina; see SLAJE 

1997b: 397. 
61 See SLAJE 1998: 111 ff., on the actual status of Yoga in the MU. 
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MU 7.28 (= NEd 7.30) 
na cid apratibimbästi drsyiihhäväd rte kvacit / 
kva vina pratibimbena kilädarso 'vati{lthate //62 

There is nowhere a consciousness free from the appearance (pra
tibimba) [of objects], except for [the knowledge of] the non-ex
istence of the objects. Where is a mirror without appearance163 

In other words there is no way to remove the world, according to the 
preliminary statement in 3.l.6ab,64 except through the knowledge that 
it does not exist. lt is even explicitly stated that we are to understand 
that the knowledge of non-existence is of the world as it is;65 the goal is 
not to remove the perception of the world through this knowledge. 
N Ed reads na vidalJ, pratibimbästi in Päda a, which is meaningless in the 
context. lt is not necessary to present Anandabodhendra's long
winded commentary here, but we may note that he did not read kvacin 
nä- as in N

Ed
's müla text in Päda c, but kva vinä as in our text! 

MU 8.13 
ya ida'ffl, srouyän nitya,,,,, tasyodäracamatkrtel; / 
bälasyäpi para'f(I, bodha'ffl, buddhir eti na sa'f(l,SQ,yalJ, //66 

He who regularly hears this [Sästra], the mind of him, who is 
[thus] equipped with the supreme experience,117 will undoubt
edly attain supreme knowledge, even if he be uneducated. 

bälasyäpi is appropriate for expressing the quality of the Sästra, while 
bodhasyäpi is secondary according to SRINIVAS.AN's rule 1.4.5.11.68 

MU 9.10 
yal conme{lanime�äMgii'I& flidluJ pralayasa'f(l,bhavau / 
pasyet trilokyälJ, kAasamalJ, sa jivanmukta ucyate //69 

62 cid apraü N10 
N 13 81 83 8, p.c. 89 ] vida/.l prati 87 a.c.; vini N13 81 83 8

7
8

9
] 

cinä N10; NF,1: cid apraü J vidal, prati; vini ] ein nä. 
63 The fact that a mirror reßectB outer objectB is not part of the compar

ison, since there are no objectB extemal to oonsciousness. The common prop
erty (upamädharma) is the spontaneous appearance of objectB in both. 

64 l>andho 'ya'lfl, drayaaadbhävo drayiibhäve na l>andhanam. 
611 atyanliibhäva8a'lfl,J_>O,ftau drsyaayäBya yatkästhitel} (3. 7 .27ab). 
tMI idatp NIO N,a 8a8.iS,.J ima'lfl, 81 ; NEd : bilasyipi] bodhaayäpi. 
67 camatkära may refer to an experience of cit, but also of the partly poet

ical 8ästra. 
118 For the tendency to insert bodha almost indiscriminately in N Ed• see n. 

59 above. 
69 vidhet;,. N 13 S.a.c. Sg] veda 81, vidal> S,S,p.c., vidhul} N10; h'ilokyit;,. N10 N13 

83 8, 89 ] tri/,olcyab, S,; khuamal) N,o N,s s;s.1 üallamäl} 81 83; NEd : yu 000] 
yasyon; nimepbbyilp] ni�rdhäd; vidheb J vidal,; khuam� J svasama/J,. 
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He, who perceives the creation and destruction of the triple 
world through the opening and closing of Brahma's eyes while 
being equal to space is called Iiberated while living. 

The first Päda in NEd is difficult to interpret70 and, if we look at the 
well-known source ofthis verse, namely Spandakärikä 1.1,71 where the 
first line reads: yasyonmel}anime11äbkyä'f(t, jagato pralayodbkavau, is 
hardly more than a failed attempt to rescue the text from a prior 
corruption, since no real motivation to change the text can be distin
guished. We know from other adapations of this verse in the Nirvä
I,1aprakaraI,1a72 that the author of the MU takes liberty in modifying the 
wording; therefore the yasya, which agrees with Spandakärikä 1.1, but 
does not work in the verse, must be secondary. 

We find more instances of such changes of a perfectly intelligible 
text (MU) into a problematic version (YV) without clear motive, a fact 
which is best explained as an attempt to restore a corrupt reading. lfit 
could be shown that there is comparatively little variation of readings 
within the manuscripts of the YV version, 73 the hypothesis could be
formed that the YV version derived from perhaps only a single, per
haps decrepit manuscript of the MU version, the state of which neces
sitated the use of the L YV (which would explain the conflation of both 
versions). If the result evolved or was transmitted in a Vedäntic en
vironment, this could account at least for some of the features we see 
now. 

MU 9.56 (- NEd 9.45) 
ardlummilitadrglJArii,6Aümadkya1,ärakavaj jagat I 
vyomätmaiva sadäbkäsam svariipam yo 'bhipasyati II'' 
One who75 looks at the world [as an unreal appearance,) just as a 
star [that is perceivedJ in the middle of the forehead76 [whenJ 
70 Despite Änandabodhendra's comments I do not understand the point of 

-ardhiü, and the yaaya makes the construction of the relative clause impossible.
71 The Spandakarikas of Vasugupta. With the Nirnaya by Ksemaraja. Ed. 

f ... J by MADHUSUDAN KAUL SHASTRJ. (KSTS 42]. Srinagar 1925. 
72 yasyonme�nimqäbhyarfl, bhäro'l'ldpralayodayau (7.106.18); cidunme�ni

me�hyaff/, kkätmodety ast.am eti ca (7.100.48); cidunmel!rlnimel!rlu yau Mv eva 
pralayodayau (7.208.9). Furthermore there is 11, whole passage based on this 
pattem: citton�ni�hyä'll' sa,ns4rapralayodayau [ ... ] prii,µmffltlfanime
�hyäff/, 8aff/,8Ttel) praksyodayau [ ... ] maurlchy<m,,,nel/rJnimei,äbhyärfl, lcarma�rfl, 
pralayodayau (6.44.16-18). And finally one instanoo not found in the vulgate: 
yaayon1nel/rlni11W1äbhyärfl, jagatsatt,ä,layodayau (6.135.48 [counting according to 
the Siradi. recension]). The context of these verses is beyond the scope of the 
present paper. 

73 This was Slaje's impression while working on the textual history of the 
first Prakaral)a (oral communication). 

74 drpbribhti S1 S, S, N 1o N 13 ) drtlibhrü S3; N Ed: drgbhrftbhü ] drayabhrü. 
15 The oorrelative to yalJ, follows in a later verse. 
78 Lit.: "in the middle ofthe apace [between) the brows". 
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one's eyes are half-closed, [the world that] really oonsists of 
empty space [but is perceived] as an entity (svarüpa) that ap
pears as real ( sadäbhi.isa) [ ..• ] 

I interpret the "star" as an unreal optical appearance. For this inter
pretation, compare Bhäskara's comments: 

sa'IJ, ardhonmilitadrk I bhruvau eva bhü'IJ, sthäna1(1, 1 tasya madh
ya1(1, bhrübhümadhya1f1, 1 ardhonmilitadrsa'IJ, bhrübhümadhye 
bhäsamänä yä tärakä I tadvat I ardhonmilit,a,netral_i, pur?J.4al_i, 
svabhrümadhye svadr�tirasmim eva tärakäkärä1(1, yathä pa&yati 1
tatMty art� 111 

NEd reads ardhommlitadrsyabhrümadkye tänd:avat, which would stretch 
the limits of stylistically acceptable BtipekftJB(Jmälla too far, since drAya 
would have to refer to läraka. draya is, by the way, ignored by Anan
dabodha. He understands the oomparison to refer to a yogi who; when 
practi8ing the khecarimudrä, perceive8 a 8tar in the middle ofhi8 brow8. 
Thi8 explanation is inappropriate in the oontext of explaining that the 
world is an unreal appearence that is nothing but empty 8p&ce, which 
only appears &8 real. There i8 also no reason to assume that our text 
wishes to say that the bindu experienced by the yogi in the khecari
mudrä is unreal; this unreality of what appears is certainly part of the 
comparison. His solution to the problem is as follows: 

yalhä yogiMI} khecaramwlräyii'lfl, bhrümadhye dr,linivese 'rdhon
militacakfur tlrsyabhrümadhye nitJi,ta'lfl, fer,-,µitärakam asphuta
tvät aadäbhi.isa,,,,, svarüpa'ffl, paayati ao 'pi aa evety a� 1 

This solution, however, does not work, since the correlative for ya'IJ, 
follows much later. Therefore an example from everyday experience, &8 
in Bhä8kara's explanation, fits the purpose much better. 

MU 10.30 
cetyäaa,r,,bhavatas taamin fMM hN oitltlrflalii / 
iillvädakäaa'lfl,bhavato marice keva tik,-,µitä / f8 
Because of the non-existence of objects of oonsciousness in this 
state [of the Absolute] there is no meaning to the [term] con
sciousnes8 [with reference to it].79 Just as there i8 no sharpness 
in pepper without a person to taste it. 

77 Another poaaibility would be to .eparate ardlaonmilitadrk from the rest. 
78 auphbava&o N10 

N
13 83

8.,S.] 8Cl,,..bhavati S,; keva N10 N,a S, SsSal kaiva 87 ; 

Nu:,._ 1umu1idanl1ati J ,-fl d:d�, ,ade äijagatio,tltalii (reported 
as V .1. by Änandabodha); mariee ) tllOriu ; .... ) mim. 

'II Lit.: "What ia the meaning ... ". Sinoe conaciowme&IJ impliea an object to 
be cognized, the Absolute is in it.aelf and in thia sense only acit; compare: laam4c 
cid apy acidripiJ cdya,ütala� (I0.24ab). 
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The reading in NEd (cetyäsa'f(l,bhavatas tasmin yad ekäjagadarthatä) is, as 
far as I can see, uninterpretable. 

MU 10.3lab 
satyeveyam asatyaiva eitel cittoditä pare /80 

This existence of consciousness (cittä) arises in the Absolute, 
[although] in fact unreal, as if real. 

I would like to interpret the text in the light of statements such as citas
cittvam ahankära/J, saiva räghava kalpanä (l4.46ab, different in NEd) 
and citä yathädau kalitä svasattä sä tathoditä (14.48ab), whioh imply 
that as soon as consciousness conceives its own nature, i.e. as being 
consoious of something to be cognized, this inevitably leads to the 
experienoe of and thus the existenoe of the world. In NEd this less 
obvious conoept is lost. 

MU ll.18ab (= NEd ll.16ab) 
ajätam eva yad bhäti sa'f(l,vido bkänam eva tat / 81 

That which appears, [but] is in fact unoriginated, is actually an 
appearance of consciousness. 

NEd reads ajnänam eva, but according to the MU ignorance does not 
appear as if being the substrate of appearance. 

MU 13.3od 
tato 'Aa:,pbkävakalana'ffl, cetyaikaparatävasät //82 

Then there occurs a construction of the 1-sense under the influ
ence of a fixation on nothing but the objects of cognition. 

NEd reads tato 'sya mäyäkalana'f(I, [ ... ). Anandabodhendra very briefly 
comments on hoth variants, but prefers the reading mäyäkalana'ffl,. The 
term mäyä occurs in the MU often in the compound sa'f(l,säramäyä and 
similar comparisons, but not as a technical term as known from 
Advaita Vedänta. 

MU 13.13ab 
kAarilpaff' yad vikalpätma katha'ffl, tat satyatäm iyät /83 

80 satyeverarp � 13 �3 8, l satyaiveya1fl, 8
_. 

89 N_10; asat�aiva N 10 N 13 83 8, �9 ]
asatyeva 8

1
; c1tes c1Uocfüi N10 N 13 

S, 89 ] citas cittodyatä 8
1 83; NF..i: asatya1va 

(according to Änandabodhendra) ] asatyeva (müla); cites cfüodiii] cittacetyä
ditä. 

81 tat N10 
N13 83 87 89 ] yat 81 ; NEd: ajiiam] ajnänam; 1&q1vido bbinam] 

sa,,,,vidäbhäsam. 
82 kalanarp 81 8789 ] kalu:nä 83 , kal'fJ(JnaTfl, N10; NEd : 'harpbhiva (= v.l. in N.:d) 

] 'sya mäyä. 
83 yad 8 1 83 87 N10 ] tad 89 ; NEd : kbariiparp] svarüpa1fl,. 
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That which consists of empty space and is [merely] con
ceptualization, how can that become real? 

N Ed has svarüpar,t yad vikalpätma [ ... ]. For similar misreadings of kha
as sva- see 9.10c and 13.26a. 

MU 13.26 (= NEd 13.27) 
kharupatärakänta!J,stko jivo yac cetati svayam / 
tad etad buddhicittädi jiiiinaaantänariipamm //84 

What the soul, which exists within a point of light85 that con
sists of empty space, itself cognises, that, [like] buddhi, citta,
etc., consists of a stream of cognition. 

For Päda d we findjnänasattädirupakam in NEd , the reason for which is 
probably the Buddhist connotation of ( vi )jnänasantäna. That such 
connotations were avoided in the YV is best demonstrated by the 
quotation of GamJapädakärikä 4.1 in YV 7.195.63, where, despite 
the position of the kärikä, the verse is modified on the lines of San
kara's commentary on it86

• 

THE D�IS�IVÄDA87 

The cases discussed in the preceeding pages may alone not be suffi
cient to postulate the higher quality of the whole text of the MU as 
against the YV, and it must be emphasized that the evidence presented 
here was collected in the course of editing the first few Sargas of the 
Utpattiprakarai:ia and is therefore limited in scope. lt is more impor
tant that this evidence confirms the diagnosis previously arrived at by 
SLAJE. But for those still unconvinced I shall briefly discuss a few 
passages that contain one philosophical doctrine for which the YV / 
MU is credited by a variety of authors, the dr�lisr�liväda:88 Atmasukha, 
when commenting on Laghuyogaväsi�tha 3.1.56 shows, in a fairly long 
passage, that dr�lir eva sr�li/.1, is the �lhaaiddhänta. And also Ma
dhusüdana SarasvatI, discussing this väda in his Advaitasiddhi, con
cludes by quoting YV 6.127.20, which he introduces with väsiqJha-

84 khariipa S1 Si!
J.
S

!I.
J avarüpa N,0; in&a\lnho 8,�S.J antaatho 81; yac 81 8387 

89 ] ya'Tfl, N 10; ceb.Ä IS3 � � N 10 ] utasi S, 89 ; jfliaaMotina 81 � S, 80 ] jiiänaaattadi 
N10 ; NEd : kharlipa] avarüpa; yac] ya'Tfl,; jfllnNNltü&] jiiänasattädi. 

811 Lit.: "sta.r". 
86 See SLAJE 1994: 94f.
87 The following passages were encountered while discussing material from 

the MU with my colleague Sthaneswara Timalsina (Kathmandu) who is cur
rently working in a research project at the University ofHalle on the history of 
the dr�tisr�livada. 

88 I am grateful to Walter Slaje for the following references. 
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värttikämrtädäv äkare ca Bp�f,am evoktam. 89 Another piece of evidence 
is found in the Svänubhütinätaka, in which one character explains 
drt11isrt1ti90 and calls this the secret doctrine of Vedänta expounded 
by Vasi�tha and others91 and immediately afterwards turns to the 
jiiänabhümikäs with a quotation from the YV92 • 

There are two very explicit references to this theory in the MV:

srf!tayo drf!f,ayo brahmyo niiniitämananiitmakä/.1, /93 

[All] creations are [merely] the perceptions of the Absolute 
which consist of ideations of diversity. 

In N
Ed 

7.49.l0ab we read instead: 

srt1tayo 'sr1Jtayo brahmyo niiniitä ca na niisatä/.1, J 

The sentence does not make good sense, and Anandabodhendra's com
mentary is again a desperate attempt to rescue the text from mean
inglessness: yato niiniitä niisty ata/.1, srt1tayo na santi J yatas ca niisata na 
santy ato 'srt1tayal.i, pralayas ca na santi ! . 

The second instance is MV 4.31.33-34: 

sarva'lfl, sat tac ca ni"/J,sünya'lfl, na kiiicid iva 8a1fl,sthitam / 
tatra vyomni vibhäntimä nija bhäso 'nga dr1Jtayal.i, //33// 
yathä taimirikäk1Jasya sahajä eva dr1Jf,aya/J, / 
kes01J4,ukädivad bhänti tathemäs tatra srf!f,aya'IJ, //34//94 

Here NEd has almost effäced the main point by reading sr1Jf,aya"IJ, in 33d 
and drt1f,aya"IJ, in 34b and 34d. lt is of course impossible to prove that 

1111 Advaitasiddhi of Madhusüdana SarasvatI with the Commentaries [ ... ], 
ed. ANANTA KRISHNA SHA8TRI. Delhi 1982, chapter dr11li1JT11lyupapattil),, p. 537. 
The compound väsilllhavärttikämrta can be interpreted as a dvandva and taken 
to refer to the YV and Suresvara's Värttika on the BrhadäraJ.}yakopani�d. In 
another occurrence of väsilllhavärttikämrtädau in his Siddhäntabindu, in a pas
sage where a tenfold gradation of the states of waking, dream and sleep is 
discussed, both references are appropriate, beoause Madhusüdana's !ist is sim
ilar to the YV's jnänabhümikäs as weil as to Suresvara's treatment in Brhad
ärar:iyakopan�dbhäisyavärttika 4.3. l064ff. Compare ABHYANKAR 's remarks in 
his edition of the Siddhäntabindu: atha bfhadära'{l-yake Mturthädhyäye trtiye 
jyotirbrähma'{l,e värtikakärai?,, sureAvaräcäryair yad ulcta'lfl, tadanusäre'{l,a pak/län
taram äha (Siddhäntabindu by MadhusüdanasarasvatI. A Commentary on the 
DasaslokI of Sankaräcärya, ed. VASUDEV SHASTRI ABHYANKAR. Poona 31928). 

flO Svänubhüti-Näiaka ( ... ] compo11ed by Ananta PäQ(jita, ed. UMA S. 
DF.SHPANDE. [Bhandarkar Oriental Series 24). Poona 1900, p. 98ff. 

91 pingalajala?,,: tat ki'lfl, dr,lisr,tim anusrto 'Bi? upani/lQ,darthägäral}: ve
däntarahasya1fl, tv ülam eva tat ki'lfl, na vibhävitiis tvayä väsi11lhädyä granthä api 
(op. cit. [n. 90], p. 93f.). 

92 Op. cit. (n. 90), p. 104. 
113 Based as yet on 81 and N26; the latter is especially helpful, since it con

tains Bhäskara's commentary, which reads as 81• 

"' Quoted from SLAJE's forthcoming edition. The whole issue will be dis
cussed in detail by Timalsina in his forthooming thesis. 
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these small changes were the result of a deliberate process rather than a 
misreading, but it is perhaps not important whether such changes were 
introduced in ignorance of the MU's philosophical position that 
amounted to a kind of dr1Jtisr1Jtiväda, or as an attempt to edit out all 
too explicit occurrences of it. 

Additional evidence is provided by the occurrences of the reverse 
compound sr1Jlidr1Jti in NEd (7.52.47 and 7.92.61). In those instances it 
may of course be understood as "perception o/ the world" ,95 but there 
are sufficient doctrinal grounds to assume that the compound is rather 
tobe understood as a karmadhiiraya, that the creation (srlJti) is nothing 
but its perception (dr1Jti) and thus as expressing the same identifying 
relation as in dr1Jtisr1Jti. Remarkably these compounds underwent no 
modification in NFA ·

lf further research confirms that the MU contains one of the ear
liest brahmanical philosophies to develop this doctrine and, further
more, that it was perceived as such by a variety of Indian philosophers, 
then the removal of the most explicit references to this position in the 
text of the YV can hardly have been merely accidental. 

PoETICAL IMAGES 

The higher quality of the MU is, by the way, not restricted to 
philosophical ideas; in poetical passa.ges too we find problematic read
ings. For instance in 4.15 the members of the congregation forming the 
audience of Vasifltha's talk rise and the "flat centers of their chests 
that appear like golden plates are struck by the multitude of neck
laces" (hiirabhiirahat.asvar,µipatf,äbhoraatala,ntarä)96

• In NEd this became 
-äbhorustanäntara, which cannot be applied to the Munis, }.l,flis and the
other male participants who are referred to by this compound. If we
would take stana in the attested sense of (male) "nipple" then the
qualification uru is a hardly convincing reading. Anandabodhendra
attempts escape from this reading by extracting üru and stana, but
apparently does not notice that the subject sabhii is feminine only
grammatically.

There are other cases that remain unsolved: For instance in 4.31 an 
unusual poetical image of "saffron rains" (kunkumavr1Jtayal,,,), which 
are said to have been blown away by the "winds of day break", is 
used, the sense of which is admittedly not clear. 

116 Anandabodha, who oommente the oompound as sargadr,li, would surely 
have a.nalysed the oompound this way. 

96 Lit.: "The oenter of their aloping eheste ... ". 
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In N Ed the compound is changed to kusumavrtJtaya}J,. But this does 
not really work, since the "rain of flowers" would have to be under
stood as "flowers that have fallen to the ground because of the rain" ,97 

and for this kusumavrtJti is not a particularly convincing expression. In 
this exceptional case I would adduce SRINIVASAN's rule 1.4.5.1 which 
states that a lectio difficilior can be preferred even when its interpreta
tion is not (yet) secure. The main argument here would be that by 
applying the genetic principle we cannot account for a change from 
kusuma to kunkuma. 

THE ÜOMMENTARY ON NED 

One final observation: To some the very existence of a commentary 
on the YV would imply that the text was in an acceptable state. But a 
commentator wishing to explain that a text belongs, at least in some 
sense, to his tradition cannot admit that the text he is commenting 
upon does not make sense; as a remedy a host of exegetical devices are 
applied to produce some meaning, even if the resulting interpretation 
cannot possibly be imagined to have been intended by a writer. In the 
commentary of Anandabodhendra we find many of these examples;98 a 
few may demonstrate this point: 

17.23 in N
Ed 

reads mäladesasamäkranta. Since a grammatical subject 
for samäkranta is required, Anandabodha explains: mäl,a,danam isena 
rajiiä. MU reads mäl,a,vesasamäkranta "conquered by the king of 
Mälava". 
17 .26 in N Ed reads bandikolahalollasapratisrudvanakuiijaram. Ananda
bodhendra explains: bandikolahalollasasya pratisruta}J, pratidhvanikara 
vanakunjara yasya ("[the king] whose99 forest elephants echo [i.e. re
ply to 1) the noise of the prisoners"). But pratisrut means "echo", not 
"to produce an echo". The commentator has silently inserted the ver
bal element (-kara) into an otherwise problematic phrase. MU reads 
ghanakandaram instead of vanakunjaram: "[the king] whose caves 
(presumably where the prisoners were kept) are filled with the noise 

" 

97 See Anandabodhendra a.l.: vr11tinipatitakusumänivety atra tätparyam.
98 Anandabodha's unreliability is also noted by RAGHAVAN 1939a: 122, who 

says in the discussion of7.197.l7: "The text requires correction. A.nandabodha 
muddles with the wrong text before him". Sometimes, however, one suspects, 
especially in the portions not commented upon, tha.t the text ava.ila.ble to 
Ana.nda.bodha must ha.ve been better tha.n the printed version. 

1111 The compound occurs in a. series of bakuvrihis referring to the king. 
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17 .27 N Ed reads hayahastirathiiräjirajomeghaghanämharam which is 
problematic, because the long vowel in rathii, which makes no sense, 
is required for metrical reasons. Anandabodhendra explains hayädi
näm ä sarvato räjayo yatra. MU reads hayahastirathiivärirajomegha
ghanämharam "the sky is densely filled by a cloud of dust surrounding 
horses, elephants and chariots". äväri is an uncommon formation with 
the suffix -in, of which we have however other examples in our text, as 
for instance äkärin and kära1J,in100

• 

One potential counterargument against our thesis can be derived from 
those instances where NEd alone appears to retain a convincing reading. 
In the first fifteen Sargas of the UtpattiprakaraQa there was no in
stance of this, but reviewers of the edition of the fragments of the first 
three chapters with Bhäskara's commentaty have listed a few cases. 
Firstly, it is not a priori impossible that all the MU mss. have a wrong 
reading, while the vulgate retains the primary reading, but this is, from 
what we know about the vulgate, not very likely. Even where the 
vulgate reading seems preferable, we must first suspect that this is 
so because it is the lectio facilior. One such instance is a passage in 
the Mumukfl!uprakaraQa where the reviewer of SLAJE's edition101 has 
found the reading of N Ed to be preferable to that of the MU. The 
passage is 2.ll.35cd: 

dehamuktämahiitantur vinä jiiiina1fl, na nasyati II 
NEd reads: 

dehayukto mahiijantur vinä jiiiina1fl, na pasyati II 
From 6.133.12-13 (MU transcribed from ms. 81 ; the passage is not in 
NEd): 

tantau muktäphoJiiniva prayänti samaväyitäm I 
ahankrtäv indriyä1J,i sämantä iva räjani lll2II 
ahankäramahiitantau chinne tv indriyavälakalJ, I 
itas cetas ca gacchanti sämantä vinrpä iva //13/I 

we know that mahiitantu is an image for the aha1fl,kära, on which the 
pearls of the senses are metaphorically "strung". Here dehamuktäma
hiitantur should therefore mean "the great thread of the pearl [that are] 
the bodies". Not all cases can be solved in this way, but perhaps a few 
more will come to our attention upon a complete collation and an 
analysis of all the available manuscripts. But even ifwe have to accept 

100 The following passages have been found: brahma,µJälei.iriti,i bkrame 
(3.13.39), bijam älei.iri (7.54.21), nifpädälei.irii,i (7.81.23), and älei.iri�li (7. 
106.39); also 7.119.23 and 7.149.33. For lei.irati,in, eee leiirati,inä (2.18.63) and 
l«.irati,ibhili (2.19.oa). 

161 For the following, eee DR JONG 1995: 191. 
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a small percentage - indeed the exact number remains to be deter
mined - of readings of the vulgate as primary against the MU, this 
does not alter our general estimate of the textual quality of the vulgate 
and does not alleviate the fundamental problem ensuing from the 
character of the YV as being the product of unintentional change 
and planned revision. 

lt is therefore unfortunate that the most recent studies on the YV, 
as for instance by CHENET102 and FoRT103, are based only on the printed
text of the vulgate, even though partial editions of the text with 
BhäskarakaQ.iha's commentary 104 have appeared. 105 One would expect 

1112 For details, see my forthcoming review of CHENET 1998-1999 in IIJ 
2000. 

103 In FoRT 1998 we find a brief treatment of the idea of fivanmukti in the 
YV under the heading "Yogic Advaita" (p. 84-96), but the a.uthor does not 
explain why the YV's philosophy ca.n be termed thus a.nd we a.re left to spec
ulate that it was the title of the work which suggested the hea.ding. There a.re 
other minor oddities in his account: he consistently terms the prakararJ,O,s of the 
YVas "kharµ/,as", the rules ofword division in transcription are not adhered to, 
and, more importa.ntly, his transla.tion of 3.9.4-13 is so inadequa.te that using 
the text published by SLAJE in 1995 would perha.ps not have made much of a 
difference. A few examples may suffice (the text is quoted from FoaT's notes; 
see p. 84 a.nd 209): yathästhitam ida'Tfl, yasya vyavahäravato 'pi ca/ asta'Tfl, gata'Tfl, 
sthita'Tfl, vyoma jivanmukta/J, sa ucyate II. He translates: "One who stands firm 
while doing everyday activity, Abiding like the empty sky: he is called liber
ated while living". This is not merely a technical mistake of confusing cases and 
guessing at what could have been meant, for a crucial point in the YV /MU's 
concept of jivanmukti has been missed: the jivanmukta is a. person "for whom, 
even while engaged in wordly activities, this [world) as it exists has disap
peared and remains [empty] as space". His transla.tion of 3.9.10, a verse dis
cussed above (see p. 199f.), runs as follows: "One who comprehends (cosmic) 
creation and destruction in the blink of an eye,f/ He sees the three worlds as his 
own seif; he is called ... ". 

164 SLAJE 1993, SLAJE 1995, and SLAJE 1996. Unfortunately the doctoral 
thesis by Bruno Lo Turco (Lo TuRCO 1998), an edition and translation of the 
Lilopäkhyäna based on manuscripts of the MU version, remains unpublished. 

u» One other case is that of THOMI, who ha.s apparently, but without new
arguments, not accepted the priority of the MU and the textual history as 
reconstructed by SLAJE (see VON HINÜBER 1985: 221, on the inadequacy of his 
prior arguments). In bis recent edition a.nd translation of a brief Yogavä
siijthasära (Väs�tha-Grantha-Mälä: Yogaväsiijtha.sära "Die Quintessenz des 
Yoga-väsiijtha", ed. PETER THOMI. Wichtrach 1999), he claims that the read
ings ofthis Sära reach back before all other sources now available (p. 8, n. 23). 
The passages he lists for this are however not in the least convincing. One 
instance is Sära 1.13 (NEd 6.120.24c-25d). Here the text of the MU according 
to 81 has: aaroaiva hi kalä jantor anabhyä8ena nasyati / phala<Ja,pi manojMpi 
lateväsdmmrjitä II e4ä, jMnakalä lv a� sakrj jätä dine dine / vrddhim eti baläd 
eva satüim m apy uptaaälivat II. In N Ed one line was lost: sarvaiva hi lcalä jantor 
anabhyä8ena nasyati //24// e4ä, jMnalcalä tv anta/J, sakrj jätä dine dine / vrddhim 
eti baläd eva su�etravyupta8älivat //25//. Finally the Sära edited by THOMI 
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especially thoee with a historical inte:rest in the philosophy of this text 
to be enthusiastic about the fact that the original is more coherent, 
more interesting and a much more impressive literary production than 
the version used. until now. 
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